Can Chaplin´s little hero defeat the robots?
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The idea of the robot

The word Robot is the Czech for ’serf’. Robots originally meant just servile
workers. The current meaning comes from Carel Capek’s 1920 play
Rossums Universal Robots.
In this play an Englishman Rossum sets up a firm making ’universal
robots’, mechanical men who replace ordinary human workers.
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From the play...

Domin: Practically speaking, what is the best kind of worker?
Helena: The best? Probably the one who– who– who is honest– and
dedicated.
Domin: No, it’s the one that’s the cheapest. The one with the fewest
needs. . . Young Rossum chucked out everything not directly
related to work, and doing that he virtually rejected the
human being and created the Robot.
Here we see already in 1920 all the subsequent fears about robots.
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Special purpose robots

Clopema cloth sorting robot. 1. Stereo
head, 2. Close range cameras, 3. touch

Boston Dynamics load carrying
quadruped robots for the US army.

sensitive grippers, 4 pivots.
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Universal robots
Robots like the above are more flexible than an ordinary factor machine.
They can be used for many tasks, but they are not universal yet. They can
not go into any working environment and replace a person. There are
prototypes shown below, but these lack intelligence, have poor dexterity
and endurance away from sources of electric power, so they are some way
from being the robots of RUR, even if they look very realistic.

Zou Ren Ti, the head of Xi’an Chaoren Robots, with his android twin. The
robot is the one on th right of the picture.
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Robots and wages

Robots directly compete with human labour.
They are only employed by firms if they are cheaper than human
workers.
The higher wages are, the more incentive to use robots.
On the other hand by increasing the productivity of labour they can
potentially increase real living standards.
But this is only possible if wages are not forced down.
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Capitalism without workers
At present labour is the source of value in the economy.
As more machines are used, the capital/labour ratio rises and the rate
of profit falls ⇒ economic stagnation.
As workers wages fall as % GDP falls, so does consumer demand →so
even more pressure for stagnation.
The nightmare scenario for humans is that once universal robots are
here, then robot rather than human labour will be the source of value.
The upper classes will see human workers as dispensible, just like
horses became dispensible after cars were invented.
What happened to all those horses?
What did the English upper class do with the Irish labourers that they
thought were dispensible in the 1840s?
They let them starve or emigrate.
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Robots and an equal society

The potential is for robots to relieve humans from drudgery.
But so long as they are privately owned and used to undermine the
negotiating position of labour this will not occur.
Instead the pressure will be for people to work longer and harder.
Only political changes can address this.
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Policy Responses

A cooperative economy. If firms were run as worker cooperatives the
benefits from robots would go to the existing employees.
Disadvantage - could still lead to unemployment unless the state
sponsored new investment and public services to absorb the
unemployed.

Guaranteed citizens income. This might make sense once robots are
able to replace most human work.
But if brought in now, and if paid for out of income tax on existing
workers, it would just subsidise low wage employers.
It would only be in the interest of human workers in a market economy
if the citizen income was paid for out of a tax on robots.
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